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takes place at all temperatures ; the radiation loss on the
other hand is important only at the moments of highest
temperature. Prof, Hopkinson has shown that the cooling
losses depend also on the state of the inner surface of the
vessel, whether bright or blackened.
The law of cooliag of gaseous mixtures enclosed in metal
cylinders of stated dimensions is not easy to apply to the case
of ordinary gas engines. First, because the connexion between
the rate of loss of leat and the dimensions of the cylinder is
very complicated, Tmt even more because in an ordinary gas
engine cylinder the temperature of the cylinder walls and of
the piston are so very different that conditions sometimes
arise in which while the gas is heing heated by the piston it is
at the same time being cooled by the cylinder trails, a condi-
tion of affairs in no way analogous to that holding in the above
experiments.
48. Grover's Explosion Experiments.—At the time these
calculations were made the only other well-known experi-
ments upon the explosion of gases in closed vessels were those
of Grover, and at the British Association meeting in 1903
an endeavour was made to show how far the combined variable
specific heat and cooling theory would go towards explaining
the very remarkable results obtained by Grover, which in no
way resembled those obtained by Dugald Clerk, inasmuch
as the former found much lower pressures and came to the
unexpected conclusion that the Tetention of waste products
in a gas engine cylinder increased the pressiore of the ensuing
explosion, an astonishing result having regard to the great care
taken by most gas engine manufacturers to sweep out the
greatest possible amount of the products of old explosions.
The great difference? between the maximum pressures ohtained
by Dugald Clerk and Grover is illustrated in. Eig. 1.6.
It was G-rover's idea not only to measure the pressures
produced by various richnesses of mixture of coal-gas and
air, but to investigate whether the xestdtaut pressure on
explosion was affected "by replacing the air in excess of
that calculated as chemically necessary for complete com-
bustion "by a portion of the burnt products of the previous
explosion. Now it appears from Grover's account of the
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